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ABSTRACT (ABSTRACT)  
* From Coquitlam Centre to the Lougheed Mall SkyTrain station, which will open in 1995. The spur line will connect

to the existing Vancouver-Surrey line. 

  

Said Coquitlam Mayor Lou Sekora, who wants a SkyTrain extension from Lougheed Mall to Coquitlam Centre: "If it

goes to Coquitlam Centre that's great but we can't wait seven or eight years." 

  

SkyTrain crosses the Fraser River on the bridge linking New Westminster and Surrey. BC Transit is studying further

suburban extensions to the SkyTrain system as ridership grows ; NICK MURPHY/ map titled the future of SkyTrain,

showing existing, approved, proposed and axed routes. ; 
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BC Transit is studying SkyTrain extensions - including a tunnel under Burrard Inlet - that could revolutionize

transportation in the Lower Mainland. 

  

The studies are being spurred by SkyTrain's spectacular passenger growth, BC Transit president Mike O'Connor

told The Sunday Province. 

  

The only way to avoid an impossibly clogged service is to build new lines, he said. 

  

"We have to be very careful that we don't overload that first rapid-transit line." 

  

Without further extensions, he said, the system will reach capacity within 10 years - and put the big squeeze on

commuters. 

  

O'Connor said BC Transit is investigating: 

  

* A new SkyTrain line to the Pacific National Exhibition from downtown Vancouver, along either the waterfront or

Hastings Street. 

  

* A new line from the PNE to Coquitlam Centre, either along Burrard Inlet or south of Burnaby Mountain. 

  

* A North Shore SkyTrain system and tunnel under Burrard Inlet to Vancouver. 
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* A north-south SkyTrain line - or fast-bus route - along Boundary Road from the PNE to the north arm of the Fraser

River. 

  

BC Transit estimates the cost of new lines and equipment at $40 million per kilometre. 

  

Two possible fast-bus routes are also being studied: 

  

* From Coquitlam Centre to the Lougheed Mall SkyTrain station, which will open in 1995. The spur line will connect

to the existing Vancouver-Surrey line. 

  

* Along Barnet Highway to the proposed PNE station. 

  

O'Connor said a Coquitlam Centre SkyTrain line to the PNE would draw commuters who live north of the Fraser

River. 

  

"In the long term we are seriously convinced that we have to build a separate line to Coquitlam Centre," O'Connor

said. 

  

The Coquitlam Centre line would be "absolutely marvellous," said Port Moody Mayor David Driscoll. 

  

"The waterfront option to the PNE is an excellent additional option," he said. "It gives you tremendous capacity." 

  

Said Coquitlam Mayor Lou Sekora, who wants a SkyTrain extension from Lougheed Mall to Coquitlam Centre: "If it

goes to Coquitlam Centre that's great but we can't wait seven or eight years." 

  

Vancouver Mayor Gordon Campbell is dead against a line from the PNE to Coquitlam. 

  

"It sounds wrongheaded to me," he said. "It sounds like an enormous capital investment that will have little in

return." 

  

Campbell wants regional development, not another line feeding the already-crowded downtown. 

  

"I'd rather have a line between Surrey and Richmond to encourage economic activity far away from Vancouver," he

said. 

  

O'Connor's suggestion of a North Shore SkyTrain and Burrard Inlet tunnel within the next 20 years was welcomed

by North Vancouver District Mayor Marilyn Baker. 

  

"We had a transportation study done that showed a route near the Second Narrows Bridge," she said. 

  

"If there are long-term plans down the Hastings route, it would hook in beautifully. Many people cross the bridge

who aren't necessarily going downtown." 

  

SkyTrain's latest extension, to Scott Road, opens this Friday. 

  

A $127-million expansion will take the line to Whalley, where three stations are to open in 1993 - at 108th Avenue,



102nd Avenue and 100th Avenue. 

  

The Vancouver-Richmond line is scheduled to open in 1995. The line - at a cost of $550 million to $750 million - will

connect Waterfront Station with Richmond Centre. 

  

The spur line from the main SkyTrain line to Lougheed Mall is scheduled to open in 1995. 

  

But the Richmond and the Lougheed Mall routes are still under review. 

  

BC Transit says the most likely junction for the Lougheed line is at Royal Oak. 

  

Illustration 

SkyTrain crosses the Fraser River on the bridge linking New Westminster and Surrey. BC Transit is studying further

suburban extensions to the SkyTrain system as ridership grows ; NICK MURPHY/ map titled the future of SkyTrain,

showing existing, approved, proposed and axed routes. ; 
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